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"Beth Wetzel" <BAW@nrc.gov>

From:
To:

"Gery Wilkowski" <gilkows@columbus.rr.com>

Date:
Subject:

5/14/02 1:22PM
RE: MEETING WITH NEI/MRP RE:

"Wallace Norris"

<WEN@nrc.gov>,

Wally:
I will be on travel on 5/17. Do you want someone here to be in on that
conference call? (Rick Wolterman to organize here.)
For the 5/22 meeting, is this a presentation they are doing, or do we also
need to make a presentation on work in progress for NRC-RES? If we are not
making a presentation, can we just listen in on the phone line?
What time would the 5/22 meeting start?
Gery Wilkowski
/,/'--LOriginalMessageFrom: Beth Wetzel [mailto:BAW@nrc.gov]
Sent Tuesday, May 14, 2002 12:46 PM
To: Gwilkows@columbus.rr.com
Cc: Allen Hiser; Edwin Hackett; Michael Marshall; Stephanie Coffin;
Steven Long; Wallace Norris; William Cullen
Subject: RE: MEETING WITH NEI/MRP RE:
Gery/Vally,
Here's the status of the upcoming meetings/phone calls: MRP has
requested to have a technicallworking level phone call with us on 5/17 at
1:00 p.m. eastern to discuss the following topics:
- probability of leakage
- critical flaw size
- residual stress analysis
I told them that ifwe discuss these topics on the phone, they will still
need to be summarized in our all-day meeting on 5/22 for public consumption.
I am still waiting to hear from RES ifthe appropriate people can support
such a technical exchange phone call. Please let me know ASAP.
Here are the following topics they plan to discuss with us on 5/22:
- overview of RPV head penetration tasks and schedule
- Alloy 600 crack growth rate and summary
- PFM Model (comments from 2/20, resolution of comments, preliminary
results)
- collateral damage
- proposed inspection plan
- technical assessment of DB penetrations
I am open to suggestions on which topics NRR/RES people should be
addressing at the meeting on 5/22. I have not finalized an agenda for this
meeting. It depends on what transpires via telephone on 5/17 and what type
of inspection proposal they give to us. (The MRP/EPRI plan to give us a
heads-up on their proposed inspection plan on 5/20.)
Also, we have been invited to the NDE Center on 5/23 to view mock-ups and
inspection techniques. Anyone that would like to participate in such a
trip, let me know.
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The proposed management meeting for 5/23 has been cancelled
Beth

S>>> "Gery Wilkowski" <gwilkows@columbus.rr.com> 05/13/02 02:22PM >>>
Wally/Beth:
What is the status of the May 21-23 meeting with NEI/MRP on CRDMs? I'd
really like to know the agenda to see ifwe have to present some results.
Thanks,
Gery Wilkowski
--- Original MessageFrom: Beth Wetzel [mailto:BAW@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2002 3:17 PM
To: gwilkows@columbus.rr.com; Andrea Lee; Allen Hiser; Edwin Hackett;
Jack Strosnider; Jin Chung; Stephanie Coffin; Steven Long; Wallace
Norris; Bill Bateman; William Cullen; William Shack
Cc: Brian Sheron; Kenneth Karwoski, Marc Ferdas; Richard Barrett; Steven
Bloom
Subject- MEETING WITH NEI/MRP RE:
v/

Jack,

I'm not sure that I understand where Alex is coming from. This is
contrary to both our action plan and the MRP's strategic plan. The
resolution of all our technical issues was intended to support our decision
for long term inspection requirements.
Now Alex wants to propose a long term inspection program next month?
What's the basis?
As for a project management meeting, I've been working with Christine
King and Kurt Cozens on this We might set up a video conference, which
would probably meet our needs.
Beth
>>> Jack Strosnider 04/15/02 02:18PM >>>
Beth, et. al;
I received a call from Alex Marion this morning.
He said that NEI / MRP would like to set up a management meeting (Brian
level) in mid-may to discuss the MRP's proposed long term inspection program
for CRDM cracking I pointed out to him that it seemed to me we should have
some technical discussions on the proposed program before having a
management meeting. (Actually, it would seem to me that we should reach
agreement on the technical issues that go into establishing an inspection
program before agreeing on the program. However, it may be possible to
establish a conservative program that we could agree to, at least initially,
while the technical work continues.) In response, Alex suggested that
perhaps there could be a technical meeting in the morning followed by a
management meeting in the afternoon. He requested that Beth get ahold of
Curt Kozens for further discussions.
Also, in regard to our discussions last week about having a "project
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management" meeting to make sure the NRC action plan and MRP schedule of
activities are consistent, he said that the MRP was proposing to do this via
a conference call I told him that a conference call would be OK if the
staff agrees. One complication is that it is more difficult to compare
plans via the phone than in person - your call I did tell him that I would
like to see this project management effort completed in April (although I
acknowledged this could be a challenge given that it's already April 15).
thx,
Jack
4i>> Andrea Lee 04/15/02 01:57PM >>>
Beth,
5/21 and 5/23 are good for me. I will be at the OPS center on 5/22 for the
Pilgrim emergency exercise which will probably last the better part of the
day.
Andrea
Beth Wetzel 04/15/02 01:41 PM >>>
Bulletin 2001-01 Primaries:
»>>>

NEI/MRP would like to reschedule our 4/19 meeting for the morning of one of
the following dates: 5/21, 5/22 or 5/23. The proposed topics are the
following
- crack growth rate for Alloy 600
- OD crevice environment (implications of Davis Besse)
- PFM - base cases and sensitivity studies
- collateral damage associated with CRDM risk assessments
Please let me know your availabilities for one of those 3 mornings. Also,
give me your assessment whether one morning is sufficient to address such a
list of items. And are there other items that need to be added to the list?
Would it be appropriate to discuss any of these items in smaller working
groups (via telecon or in person)? We have a lot to resolve with a very
aggressive schedule and I'm attempting to use our resources as efficiently
as possible.
Wally, please forward this e-mail to any of the contractors that need to
be here and I haven't already included.
Thanks,
Beth, LPM 2001-01

CC:
"Yong-Yi (work) Wang" <wangemc2@columbus.rr.com>, "Zhili Feng"
<zfeng@columbus.rr.com>, "Dave Rudland" <rudland_EMC2@columbus rr.com>, "Rick Wolterman"
<Wolterman-Emc2@columbus.rr.com>, "William Cullen" <WHC@nrc.gov>, "Steven Long"
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<SML@nrc.gov>, "Stephanie Coffin" <SMC1@nrc.gov>, "Michael Marshall" <MXM2@nrc.gov>, "Edwin
Hackett" <EMHI1@nrc gov>, "Allen Hiser" <ALHI@nrc.gov>
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